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ON THE PREDICTION OF FRONTAL POSITIONS 

by 

Samuel Bromberg 
U. S» Weather Bureau 

Chicago, Illinois 

CDOO 
~"-*— The  pl&oing of franw  on a prognostic  chart in a difficult problem and 

has never been thoroughly investigated.    In the OGQStruoticn of suon charts, 
models and «xperi«rsxse  generally must be used to place the frontal systems. 

As  noted ia Riehl et al«.  Forecasting in Middle Latitudes,- we have no 
method to predict, first the  frontal positions  and from these deduce ths position 
and intensity of the low pressure centers to be expected.    On the contrary, we 
must at first predict the cyclones from other considerations and then enter the 
fronts with the aid of models.    It is the objective of this study to place these 
models  on a more quantitative footing end to find the most probable frontal 
position to be entered en prognostic charts,  given a  50O~mb foraoast and a 
prediction where the  surface  lows will be situated and what their relative 
intensity will be. 

perienoe has  shown that the  frontal penetration between successive  low 
centers  is  limited to so^ae fraction of the distance between these lows*    A rule 
of thumb has been to use a value one-fourth to one-half of this distance,  when 
measured nornal to a line connecting the two centers•    Here we shall try to 
determine the value of this rule and also to see if additional parameters ean 
be  introduced-    Only North America and the western Atlantic are considered. 

Surface and 500-mb oharts were examined for October through March,   1946, 
1949 and parts  of 1945,  1947,   &j%£d    i 3 5 o ,      Sorfaoe oharts for Deoember 
1903-06 and 1924-26 also were included in the study in order to deal with a 
sample  from a wide spread of years* 

Table 1  gives the percent frequency of the amount of odd front penetration 
as a  percentage  of the  straight-line distance between successive  lows.    The 
average penetration is h\% and the distribution about the mean is approximately 
normal.    The sample includes  126 oases. 

Since this  table shows such a narked peak near 505S,  this value is eer- 
tainly the best first approximation*    What is now needed is to be> able to tell 
when the penetration will be near this value and when large departures from 
this  average will ooour. 

To accomplish this, the data were retabulatsd with respect to three 
parameters,   1)  longitude of the  leading low,  2) relative intensity of the 
lows  involved,  3) position of the 600-mb trough. 

1AMS Monograph #5„   1952. 
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l) For this breakdown, the data war* divided into four group* at followsi 

a ••at of 80°W, 
be+ween 80° and 90°W, 

o) between 90° and 100°Wf 
d) west of 100°WS 

The result* were suoh as Co pet-alt a simplified grouping! Leading low 

a) east 
b) west 

of 90°W, 
of 90°1. 

Table 2 shows that there is a tendency for the penetration to exoeed 60£ when 
the low is west of 90°W and to be less than 50JC when the low is east of 90°W* 
This result was anticipated and nay be related to topographic features of the 
United States* Over the western plains, oold air masses are aocelerated south- 
ward beeause of the banking effeet of the Rooky Mountains* 

2) For the computation of the relatiTo strength of the lows, the pressure 
difference between the oentral isobars was used* As the historical map series 
contains &-ab isobersr the limits ohosen were 

a) pressure of leading low 10 mb or more lowerj 
b) pressure difference ^5 mb; 
c) pressure of leading low 10 mb or more higher. 

As the last group oontained rsry few eases. Table S only oonsiders the first 
two elass intervals, each of whioh contains over 40JC of the oases* We see ~ 
perhaps surprisingly — that the frequency distribution of the upper row of 
Table 3 is quite similar to Table 1* It provides no additional information 
ezoept to point out that oold fronts may be stalled readily even when the 
leading low is much more intense than its suooessor* When the intensity of 
the lows was nearly equal, however, the penetration was distinctly sub-average. 

S) In considering the position of the 600-mb trough, the question asked 
was as fellows; Is a 500- mb trough associated with the leading xow, or is the 
trough to the rear of both lows, so that the flow is relatively straight 
between themt In answering this question, it should be kept in mind that the 
Historical Map Series is printed an very small soale maps* Although the flow 
may be pietured as roughly straight on these charts, larger-seals base maps 
are likely to reveal a weak short wave trough connected with the leading low* 
Thus the classification disoussed here is rather qualitative. According to 
Table 4, little help is obtained for the foreoast when a marked trough is 
associated with the leading low* This is in aeoord with the upper row of 
Table S* The parameters used for the preparation of Tables S and 4 probably 
are partially correlated and the similar result therefore Is as should be expected. 
Correspondingly, cold front peneti itions average below the mean when the flow 
between the lows is relatively straight and when only a weak upper trough is 
present between them. 

Conolusiom This study has shown that in the absence of other information, 
a oold front should be entered on prognostic oharts for North America and 
the western Atlantio so that its farthest penetration on that particular map, 
when measured normal to the line connecting two auooessive lows, is 50%  of 
the length of the line* The following modifications also have been suggertedt 
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1) If the front lies oast of 90°W, the penetrstion la Apt to bo sub- 
RToraget if it lies west of 90°*", above arerage. 

2) If suooeeding lows have about equal strength the penetration will 
tend to be nub -average» 

5)  If the 500-ul "low between these lows is without narked trough, the 
penetration &gaia is **  y to be bub-average. 

In futuro work the following steps nay bJ takeni 

1) Extension to a larger sample. 

2) Inclusion of other parameters, especially direction of action and 
•peed of the lows. Qualitatively, we have the rule that penetration is pro- 
portional to the meridional oomponent of motion of lows and inversely propor- 
tional to their speed.  Evidently, these rules will only verify within certain 
broadsoale settings. They are alto oorreleted in part with the parameters here 
eonsidered. 

S) Eventual combination of all parameters located into a single forecast 
graph. 
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Per Cent 
Penetration 0-19 20-59 40-59 60-79 eo-99 100-119 

Per  Cent 
Frequency 0 26 49 20 S 2 

Table 1— Frequency distribution in pw  cent of the amount of oold 
front penetration* Displacement given ac per eent of 
distance between lows.  (125 o»sea) 

^\pi a p 1 ao erne nt 
N^ln per 

^^oent 
Lon&« . J^, 

W of 90° 

<   50 50-49 50-69 ^70 

14 28 47 11 

B of 90° 9 60 20 11 

Table 2—Per cant frequency of aaount of oold front disp.aoeaeat 
T8. longitude of primary low*  Displacement given as 
per oent of distance between lows*  (98 oaaes) 

• 

^v^Displaoeaent 
^\in per 

PressT^^ oent 
Differenced^ 

^150 

"  1 

50-49 

r~          

50-69 > 70 

>  10 aba 16 52 40 12 

<   10 mbs 18 41 52 9 

Table 5—Per oent frequency of aaount of oold front penetration 
vs* pressure difference between lows (positive value 
indioates Isadin* low more intense)* Displacement 
given as per oent of distance between lows*  (65 oases) 
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"^^Displacement 
^^"v^in per 

^<^nt 
20-59 40-59 60-79 2 80 

Trough 21 *e 26 5 

No trough 67 55 11 0 

I 

Table 4—Per oent frequency of aaount of oold front penetration 
vs* 500 nb trough oondition. Displaoemant given as per 
oent of distance between lows.  (65 eases) 
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